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On the a.Deficiency oI Meromorphic Functions
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By Nobushige TODA*)

Mathematical Institute, T.Shoku University

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNU(I, M. a..., March 12, 1971)

1. Introduction. Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic
function in z[ of order p, 0<p< c and of lower order/. A real
number q is said to be admissible to f(z) if -0 when p-O, 0< p
when 0 p and 0 q c when p . We will use the usual sym-
bols of the Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions: T(r, f),
N(r, a, f), (a, f) etc. (see [2]).

Now, we have introduced in [3] the following symbols in order to
avoid the exceptional set in the second fundamental theorem of
Nevanlinna for any admissible q to f(z) and r00:

T.(r, to, f)= T(t, f)/tl+"dt, N.(r, to, a, f)= N(t, a, f)/tl+"dt
0 0

.(a, f)= 1--lim sup N.(r, to, a, f)
T,(r, r0, f)

where a is any point on the Riemann sphere, and proved"
1) T.(r, to, f) tends to the infinity monotonously as r--* and

limsup log T,(r, ro, f) tp-- orp
log r or p-- c,

lim inf log T.(r, to, f) >max (/2 a, O) for/2 c

log r (-- for/-,
2) .(a, f) is independent of the choice of r0 and for admissible

(> a) to f(z)
(a, f) .(a, f) < ((a, f) 1,

3) (.(a, f) < 2.
We call 6,(a, f) c-defieieney o f(z) at a. It is natural to consider

whether the c-defieieney depends on the choice of origin or not as well
as the Nevanlinna deficiency. In this note, we will show first that
6,(a, f) depends on the ehoiee of origin by using Duguffs example ([1])
used ,or the ease of c(a, f), and next give some sufficient conditions
under which 6,(a, f) is invariant under a change o origin by Valiron’s
method ([4]).

2. Example, Let
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f(z) (exp (27ie 1)) / (exp (2uie- 1))
f(z)--f(z--h), h:/=0, real and (z)=exp (27ieZ--1).

We will prove that .(0, f):/:.(0,f) or .(c, f):/=.(c,f) occurs
or any 0ac. Dugu proved in [1]

4) N(’, 0, f)-- N(r, f), 5) n(r, O, f)= n(r, O, )--(1 + 2[r]),
6) T(r, f) 42T(r, ) + O(1) and 7) lim N(r, O, f)/N(r,f) e2.

Further, we note
8) f(z),f(z) and (z) are o infinite order and of regular growth,
9) N(r, O, f), N(r, f), N(r,O, f)N(r, f) and N(r,O, ) are o infinite

order and o regular growth.
Let a be any positive number. Then it is admissible to f(z), f(z)

and (z) rom 8). By 4), we obtain
N.(r, to, O, f)= N.(r, to, f)

and so
1 ) (.(0, f) (.(c, f).

From 5) Dugu proved
N(r, O, f)N(r, O, )- 3r,

so that we have
2 ) N.(r, to, O, f)>N.(r, ro, O, gi)--3r-".

From 6), we have
( 3 ) T.(r, to, f)2T.(r, to, )+ O(1).

Since r-"/N.(r, to, O, ) tends to zero as r-c by using 9), the fol-
lowing inequality obtained rom (2) and (3)

N.(r, to, O, f) >/N.(r, to, O, )--3r1-
T.(r, to, f) 2T.(r, to, )+ 0(1)

reduces to

(4) _--1 lim sup N.(r, ro, O, )1-- 8.(0, f) >
2 T.(r, ro, )

Now, (z) has two Nevanlinna deficient values of deficiency 1, that
is, (-- 1, ) (c,)= 1, so that there is no other deficient value. This
implies from 2) and 3)

lim sup N.(r, ro, O, ) 1.
T.(r, r0, )

Using this, rom (1) and (4) we obtain
1( 5 ) 8.(0, f) 8.(c, f)<.

On the other hand, rom 7) and 9), we have
lira N.(r,.ro, O, f) /N.(r, to, f) e,

and so
( 6 1--(o(0, f)--e2(1--.(, f)).

By virtue of (5) and (6), we obtain .(0, f):/:c.(O,f) or .(c, f)
.(,f).
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This completes the proof.
3. Sufficient conditions. In this paragraph, we will give some

sufficient conditions under which (a, f) is invariant under a change
of origin.

Theorem. Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function in
Izl(c. If there is an admissible number to f(z) such that

lim T(r+ 1, to, f) 1,
T(r, to, f)

then .(a, f) is invariant under a change of origin for any a.
Proof. It is proved by Valiron ([4]) that if we put f(z--c)=f(z)

for any finite complex number c, then
n(r--Ic I, a, f) n(r, a, f) n(r +lc I, a, f),

(7) (1-e)N(r-lc],a,f)N(r,a,f)(l+e)N(r+lcl, a,f)
and
( 8 ) (1-- e)T(r--I cl, f) T(r, fc) (1 + e2)T(r +lcl, f),
where e, e-0 as r. From (7) and (8), we can verify that both
N.(r, to, a, f) and N.(r, to, a, fc) are bounded or

(1-e)N.(r-lcl, to, a, f)<N.(r, to, a, f)< (1 + e)N.(r- Icl, to, a, f)
and

(1-e)T.(r-I cl, to, f)< T.(r, r0, f)< (1 - e)T.(r-Icl, to, f),
-0 as r-c. From these relations, we obtain by using thewhere

hypothesis

lim sup N.(r, r0, a, f) lim sup N.(r, to, a, f)
T.(r, to, f) T.(r, ro, f)

which shows the validity of our theorem.
Corollary 1. If the order p of f(z) is finite and

(9) p-/ 1, / lower order of f(z),
then .(a, f) is invariant under a change of origin for any admissible

to f(z) and any a.
Proof. Under the condition (9), Valiron ([4]) proved

(10) lim T(r+ 1, f) / T(r, f) 1.

We can prove easily that for any admissible to f(z) the relation (10)
implies

lim T.(r+ 1, r0, f) / T.(r, r0, f) 1,

so that we obtain this corollary from Theorem.
Corollary 2o If for some a(0al/2) admissible to f(z), which

is of finite order p and of lower order/,

K.(f)--lira sup N.(r, to, O,f)+ N.(r,ro,f) =0,
T.(r, to, f)

then .(a, f) is invariant under a change of origin for any a.
Proof. We have proved in [3] that under the condition of this

corollary
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p Z< a-so that from Corollary 1, we obtain the result.
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